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Abstract
We present in this paper an augmented reality guidance system for liver thermal ablation in interventional radiology. To show the relevance of our methodology,
the system is incrementally evaluated on an abdominal phantom and then on patients in the operating room. The system registers in a common coordinate system
a preoperative image of the patient and the position of the needle that the practitioner manipulates. The breathing motion uncertainty is taken into account with a
respiratory gating technique: the preoperative image and the guidance step are synchronized on expiratory phases. In order to fulfil the real-time constraints, we have
developed and validated algorithms that automatically process and extract feature
points. Since the guidance interface is also a major component of the system effectiveness, we validate the overall targeting accuracy on an abdominal phantom.
This experiment showed that a practitioner can reach a predefined target with an
accuracy of 2 mm with an insertion time below one minute. Finally, we propose a
passive evaluation protocol of the overall system in the operating room during five
interventions on patients. These experiments show that the system can provide a
guidance information during expiratory phases with an error below 5 mm.
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Introduction

1.1 Medical context and purposes

The treatment of liver tumors by minimally invasive techniques, such as RadioFrequency (RF) thermal ablation, begins to be widely used [1,2]. However, the
guidance procedure to reach the tumors with the needle is still realized visually with per-operative 2D cross-sections of the patient using either Ultrasound
(US), Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance (MR) images displayed on a monitor: positioning correctly the needle using this suboptimal 2D
information is always a challenging task for the practitioner. Moreover, each
guidance modality has its own drawbacks. CT/MRI guidance needs repetitive
acquisitions for needle adjustment and sometimes several reinsertion attempts.
This lengthens the intervention duration, and increases post procedure complications and radiation exposure (when CT-guided). In addition, the MRI
gantry diameter is small and does not permit the manipulation of long needles (used when the tumor is deep inside the patient). Finally, US guidance
needs strong medical experience for image understanding, and tumors lying
under the ribs are hardly visible and cannot be targeted.
In this paper, we aim at developing a guidance system for thermal ablation of
liver tumors in interventional radiology. To guarantee the liability of such a
system, it is of the upper importance to validate the accuracy in real conditions
on patients.

1.2 Clinical requirements

A recent report shows that RF thermal ablation has to be performed on tumors with a diameter between 1 and 3 cm [3]. Thus, our radiologists consider
that a guidance system has to provide an accuracy better than 5 mm to avoid
destroying too much healthy cells when the needle tip is not perfectly centered
in the tumor. Moreover, since a conventional insertion lasts between 10 and 40
minutes, the system interface has to allow an insertion duration below 10 minutes. The system also has to be adapted to the operating room requirements
(cumbersomeness and sterility). This means that all foreign bodies must be
sterile if they have to be close to the patient during the needle insertion. In
addition, since the guiding accuracy depends on numerous parameters, the
system has to detect any algorithm failure to ensure the gesture guidance. For
instance, the practitioner may perform a dangerous movement if the system
assumes a static patient and does not detect that the latter slided several
millimetres on the table.
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1.3 Related works

Numerous works have been carried out to help practitioners during percutaneous punctures. There are two global approaches: robotized and manual.
Concerning the robotized approach, several labs [4–9] propose a needle guidance toward a target in the patient, who lies on the CT-table. The robotic arm
being calibrated beforehand in the CT reference frame, the target is defined
in the intra-operative image and the robotic arm automatically orientates the
needle toward it. Then, the practitioner manually inserts the needle until the
system warns that the target is reached. The feasibility of the approach was
demonstrated on phantoms. The authors reasonably think that their system
should work on man if a respiratory gating technique is used to compensate
for breathing motion (that can induce deformations above 3 cm [10]). To our
knowledge, only the system in [6] was evaluated in a randomised patient study.
Results showed that the robotic arm reduced the insertion duration and the
radiation exposure. However, accuracy results were only reported on a phantom and not on patients. As a consequence, the breathing motion influence
on the accuracy could not be quantified.
Manual approaches to guide practitioners can be classified according to the
image modality: US, X-ray, CT and MRI. Some labs [11–13] propose a USguided system that displays in real-time the acquired US slice in the operator
field of view. In-vivo validation showed the usefulness of the techniques. However, a correct interpretation of the features in US images requires a skilled
practitioner and tumors are sometimes not visible with US modality. Finally,
the displayed augmented information is only 2-dimensional, increasing the difficulty of understanding the 3D relative position of the structures of interest.
Mitschke et al. [14] and Bascle et. al. [15] propose a needle guidance system
using an X-ray C-arm. A camera attached to the C-arm provides a video image of the patient augmented by the X-ray image. The registration quality is
ensured by a mirror calibration that superimposes both optical centers of the
camera and of the X-ray source. To localize the target, two X-ray images have
to be taken at 2 different positions, and a particular device holding the needle is necessary to orientate it correctly. The guiding accuracy of this system
was validated on a phantom and on a cadaveric animal limb. Then, this ingenious system automatically provides the right orientation toward the target,
but cannot account for any movement of the patient unless two new C-arm
acquisitions are done. One of the limitations is that a 2D X-ray does not allow
the practitioner to see the critical structures (like vessels) that will be crossed
by the needle. For liver percutaneous puncture, this kind of information is
necessary to avoid any complication.
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Fichtinger et al. recently developed a system for conventional CT-scanner to
assist needle placement [16,17]. It displays in the practitioner field of view
one axial CT slice acquired intra-operatively, thereby providing a 2D internal
view of the patient. Although the system is rather easy to be set up in the
operating room, its application to the liver is limited since the practitioner has
to reach the target with a path that belongs to the displayed slice. Thus this
can result into a suboptimal path. Moreover, since the needle has to remain
in the displayed axial slice, some zones in the liver cannot be reached by the
needle without crossing a critical structure.
In the context of MRI-guided needle punctures, Vogt et al. displays in a HeadMounted-Display (HMD) the target (defined in a preoperative MRI image)
and the needle position at the same time [18]. They report a targeting accuracy
of 1 cm on a living pig (against 3 mm on a static phantom) which is explained
by the use of a rigid registration (to relate HMD and MRI frames) despite the
breathing motion.
To summarise, part of the systems may be inadequate to liver constraints and
very few systems have been evaluated on patients. This is not surprising since
such an evaluation is very hard to set up: an Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approval is needed so that the medical protocol can be modified. The alternative way is to elaborate a passive evaluation protocol riskless for the patient
with a ground truth that is hardly available in standard clinical conditions.
Only the robotic system in [6] has been tested on patients to evaluate its benefits in clinical conditions. Unfortunately the accuracy that can be reached in
their conditions was not measured. Although a clinical benefit evaluation is
mandatory, we do think that it is also crucial to know the minimal system
accuracy available in clinical conditions: it allows practitioners to evaluate the
risk of their movements during insertion when the needle is close to critical
structures.
In previous works [19], we have developed a guidance system for liver thermal
ablation based on a preoperative CT image. The system was designed so that
it does not constrain radiologists when they choose the needle path toward the
target. We showed on a static abdominal phantom that the targeting accuracy was about 2.5 mm. Obviously, the patient is not static, yet we believe like
others [7,16,6,18] that pseudo-static conditions can be provided using a respiratory gating technique, i.e. the preoperative CT and the computer guidance
are realized at the same point of the breathing cycle (generally expiration).
This reasonnable assumption is based on clinical studies performed on the organ repositioning error of a patient under breathing monitoring (intubation,
ABC control or active apnea) evaluated below 2 mm [20–24]. However, it has
to be highlighted that these experiments were performed in controlled conditions (volunteers were not to undergo a heavy intervention), and within a
delay that may not fit clinical conditions. For example, needle insertion du4

ration can reach 40 minutes if the target is badly located. To our knowledge,
no experiment shows the reproducibility for such a long duration. Moreover,
gas in bowels and viscera may move during the intervention, disturbing the
pseudo-static assumption. Last but not least, the needle is tracked optically
by our system and the needle tip accuracy can be ensured to be below 1 mm
provided that it remains perfectly straight during the insertion. Even if the
practitioner inserts it and thinks it remains straight, this is questionable. This
is why we think that an accuracy evaluation of the whole system on patients
in clinical conditions is mandatory.

1.4 Contributions and overview of the paper

In [19], we presented a guidance system in interventional CT for liver thermal ablation that had been evaluated on a phantom only. In this paper, we
present a new version of our guidance system, each part being evaluated on
real data. Firstly, we have developed and evaluated a new guidance interface
on an abdominal phantom. Then, we have designed a passive protocol that
allows to evaluate on patients in clinical conditions the needle bending, the
organ and skin repositioning error and the whole system error (that includes
needle tracking, patient registration and patient repositioning error). Finally,
experiments showed that despite needle bending and organ repositioning error,
a global accuracy within 5 mm is reachable in clinical conditions.
The paper is divided into three parts. In Sec. 2, we present the system principles and describe the respiratory gating technique we use. In Sec. 3, we perform an evaluation of the new guidance interface on an abdominal phantom
to show that the system is accurate and ergonomic. This experiment demonstrates that the in-vitro targeting accuracy is below 2 mm with an insertion
duration under 30 sec. In Sec. 4, we detail our riskless passive protocol to
clinically evaluate our system and present our results on patients that show
the system can provide a guidance information that fits clinical requirements.
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Principles of our guidance system

In our setup, the patient is under general anesthesia (70% of hepatic thermal ablation at the Strasbourg Hospital) 1 . and 15 radio-opaque ring markers are stuck on his abdomen. Then, a CT-scan is acquired just before the
1

Unfortunately, we did not find any statistic paper on the percentage of hepatic
ablation under general anesthesia. However, some review papers on thermal ablation
of hepatic carcinoma seem to confirm our local statistic [25,26].
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intervention. A 3D-reconstruction of the structures of interest (skin, liver,
tumors, radio-opaque markers) is performed [27] (in the latter, we call this
3D-reconstruction the patient model). A black dot is printed into each marker
and they are removed from the skin (cf. Fig. 1): this is necessary since they are
not sterile. Two jointly calibrated cameras are viewing the patient skin from
two different angles of view. They are used for two purposes: firstly to track
the needle manipulated by the practitioner, secondly to register the patient
model in the camera frame using the black dot markers visible in both video
images. This allows us to provide the practitioner with the relative position
of the needle with respect to the patient model.

Fig. 1. Left: ring radio-opaque markers are stuck on the patient skin. Right: black
dot is printed in each marker. Since patient skin is sterilized with betadine and
alcohol, an indelible pen has to be used.

In this section, we firstly explain our respiratory gating technique to compensate for the breathing motion. The used method implies heavy time constraints
that led us to provide a fast registration of the patient model. Then, we summarise the algorithms allowing to register the patient and track the needle at
a sufficient time rate.

2.1 Taking the patient motion into account

To reach accuracy (5 mm) and safety requirements, the patient motion during
the intervention must not be neglected. There are two kinds of movements that
have to be tracked and compensated: a global movement of the patient (sliding
for example) and the breathing deformation. To detect a global movement we
follow the position of the black dot markers with the video camera. This
movement tracking is done at 10 Hz (see next subsection for the tracking
algorithm). If the system detects any movement that reduces the accuracy,
the practitioner is informed. To compensate for the breathing deformation,
we propose to use a respiratory gating technique: the guiding information
is provided regularly at the breathing cycle point that fits the cycle point
during which the preoperative CT image was acquired (experiments in Part
6

IV confirm that this is actually the case).
Zhang et. al. and Maier-Hein et. al. [28,29] propose to insert additional needles
in the liver to track its motion and then to predict the breathing movement
whatever cycle point is chosen for the needle insertion. Accuracy results obtained on pigs showed the feasability of their approach. However the clinical
benefit of this interesting method is still questionable since introducing additional needles needs preprocedural time and represents further risk factor
for the patient. That is why we have prefered to keep a respiratory gating
technique to compensate for the liver motion.
We decided to provide the guiding information only during the expiratory
phases of the patient. The preoperative CT image is acquired in accordance
during an expiratory phase. Since the patient is intubated, the anesthetist can
interrupt the breathing movement at expiratory phases during 20-30 sec. In
this time interval, the practitioner can manipulate the needle toward the target. Obviously, during this short time interval, the registration of the model has
to be performed as quickly as possible (typically, in less than a few seconds).
This leads us to develop the following simple, robust and efficient techniques.

2.2 Automatic localization and matching of markers

These algorithms have already been published in [19], we summarize the main
ideas here so that the paper remains self-content. Although markers are no
longer the same as in [19], the principle remains similar. Moreover, the accuracy and robustness have been reevaluated and are very close to those in
[19].

2.2.1 Automatic localization of 2D video markers
The principle of the marker localization in the video images is based on the
intensity channel analysis and the assumption that skin takes up the main
surface. Firstly, we find the skin in the video image, then an intensity thresholding around the skin intensity identifies potential markers. A size and shape
analysis enables to select the markers among the connected components. Fig.
2 shows an example of marker extraction in a video image. Experiments performed on human torso showed that the extraction algorithm provides about
2% of false positive and 1% of false negative. The localisation accuracy was
compared to a manual extraction performed by several users: an average error
of 1.5 pixel has been reported. The extraction is performed at a 10 Hz rate on
a 3.4GHz PC with 1GHz RAM (image size 800×600).
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Fig. 2. Example of automatic detection of radio-opaque markers in a video image
of a human abdomen. The extracted markers are indicated with red crosses

2.2.2 Automatic localization of 3D CT markers
Markers in the CT-image are extracted by a top-hat characterization [30] that
emphasizes small singularities on the skin surface. An example of a marker
extraction is given on Fig. 3. Experiments performed with in vivo data showed
that the extraction algorithm provides about 3% of false positive and 5% of
false negative. The extraction is performed in less than 30 sec. on a 3.4GHz
PC with 1GHz RAM (image size of 512×512× 150 with a resolution of 1×1×
2 mm3 ).

Fig. 3. Example of automatic detection of radio-opaque markers in a CT image of
a human abdomen. Left: original image of the patient in grey level. Right: result of
the image processing that emphasizes the marker position.

2.2.3 Automatic matching of 2D video markers
The matching between the video markers is realized thanks to epipolar geometry constraints. The matched markers are reconstructed in 3D in the camera
reference frame. If erroneous 3D reconstructions due to false point matches
appear, they are discarded by the subsequent video/CT matching procedure
designed to be robust in the presence of such outliers.
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2.2.4 Automatic matching of reconstructed video markers and CT markers
After reconstructing the set of 3D markers in the camera frame, we need to
match them with the corresponding 3D points extracted from the CT-scan. We
decided to use a prediction/verification algorithm [31] with additional distance
constraints. This algorithm provides us not only with a matching estimation,
but also a rough estimation of the transformation relating the CT and the
camera frame.
When a correct transformation is found, we keep all the 3D/2D correspondences provided by the verification step to compute a more accurate transformation (see next paragraph). In this process, markers that were not matched
in the previous step are implicitly reconsidered thanks to the verification. The
matching experiments always provide a correct transformation, and 100% of
the potential matches were found. The entire matching process took on average
less than 1 second.
2.3 Registration of the virtual model in the camera frame
The markers being automatically extracted and matched, we now have to
estimate accurately the rigid transformation T relating the CT frame with
the camera frame. We choose a 3D/2D point registration approach to provide
the rigid transformation that relates scanner frame and camera frame.
Since noise corrupts the 2D data and the 3D data, we optimize the Extended
Projective Points Criterion (EPPC) (more details are given in [32]) on the
transformation T and the auxiliary variables Mi :
EP P C(T, M1 , . . . MN ) =

(k)

N
X

(k)

S X
N
k M̃i − Mi k2 X
k2
k k m̃i − mi
ξ
·
+
i
2 · σ3D 2
2 · σ2D 2
i=1
k=1 i=1

(k)

where S (resp. N) is the number of cameras (resp. markers), m̃i is the observed 2D coordinates of the ith markers in the kth video image, M̃i is the
observed 3D coordinates of the ith markers in the CT-image, Mi is the perfect
(k)
3D coordinates of the ith markers in the CT-image, mi = P (k) (T ⋆ M̃i ), P (k)
the projective function of the kth camera, ξik is a binary variable equal to 1 if
the ith marker is visible in the kth video image and 0 if not, and T the sought
transformation. The minimization procedure is alternated w.r.t. the sought
transformation T , and w.r.t. the Mi . Practically, registration on patient data
is about 0.05 sec. with 15 markers and a rough initialization (provided by the
latter matching algorithm).
An evaluation on patient data showed that the extraction and matching algo9

rithms are robust and that the overall computation time of the video extraction, matching and registration process is within 0.1 sec.

2.4 A simple and accurate needle tracking

Since the needle is no more visible when it is introduced under the skin, we
have to track its position in the camera reference frame. To realize this, we
rigidly attach a square marker on its top, and we localize in real-time its four
corners using the ARTag library [33]. Then, knowing the size of the square,
we are able to compute its position in the camera frame by minimizing the
classical 3D/2D standard projective point criterion (SPPC)[32]. An accuracy
evaluation (described in [34]), realized in simulated clinical conditions, showed
that the average tracking error of the needle tip is within 1 mm.

3

In-vitro evaluation of the system accuracy and interface

In addition to the technical algorithms to track the needle and to register it to
the patient model, we have to design an interface component to guide practitioners. Firstly, we describe the interface component designed with radiologists
to be as ergonomic as possible. Secondly, we present a targeting experiment on
an abdominal phantom that demonstrates the system efficiency in simulated
clinical conditions.

3.1 A safe and ergonomic guidance interface

In the field of craniotomy, Grimson et al [35] superimpose the reconstructed
model on external video images of the patient skull. In the interventional
radiology context, this approach allows radiologists to check instantly that
the rigid assumption is satisfied and that the patient did not slightly move.
Indeed, a registration discrepancy of 2 mm can be clearly seen by practitioners
in case of sliding or a skin deformation [36]. However, a guidance interface
relying only on an external video view augmented with the patient model and
the needle position does not seem to be optimal. In our previous system, such
an interface was provided and practitioners complained that video views did
not correspond to the their natural field of view and that real and visualized
movements were often inverted. Therefore, an important interpretation effort
was needed. Moreover, since the camera focals are fixed, no zoom of the area
of interest is available.
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Fig. 4. Three screens of the guidance interface. The bottom left image corresponds
to the augmented reality screen, in which the 3D reconstruction of the liver and the
virtual needle are displayed. The top left image displays the virtual needle screen
(oriented toward a marker stick on the liver surface). The right image shows the
main virtual screen, in which one can see the relative position of the needle w.r.t.
the phantom. We indicate in its corner the virtual distance in mm that separates
the needle tip from the target (in this case, a marker center).

In the context of laparoscopy guidance, Marvik [37] proposed an interface
that showed the tool position with respect to the 3D reconstructed model. In
addition, they display the 3 CT-slices where the tip of the laparoscope lies.
This approach is very useful for understanding of the relative position of the
tool with respect to the model, since the user can choose his angle of view and
an appropriated zoom. Nevertheless, it is not possible to assess in real time
the quality of the registration during the intervention. Indeed, this can only
be done interactively by pointing some reference points on the patient skin.
That means that if the patient moves by 2 mm, the registration will undergo
a 2 mm bias.
This analysis led us to develop an interface that provides both kinds of information. This interface (showed on Fig. 4) is divided into three screens,
features and properties of which have been designed with practitioners, in order to provide them with a clear and intuitive tool. During needle insertion,
the customization of each screen has to be done by a medical staff operator
with a simple mouse action (organ color and transparency, virtual camera
point of view...).
The augmented reality screen (bottom left image in Fig. 4)
In this screen, one of the two video images returned by our cameras is displayed. The practitioner can ask a medical assistant to switch between both
camera views, to enable or disable the real-time superimposition of the 3D
11

model onto the video images, to choose the transparency level of its different
elements and display the real-time extraction of markers. Furthermore, the
medical assistant can superimpose the virtual needle on the tracked real needle and monitor the real-time tracking of the square marker attached on it.
Finally, the practitioner can check visually the registration quality by observing the superimposition of the registered virtual markers.

The virtual needle screen (top left image in Fig. 4) In order to orient
a tool toward a target, Carrat et al [38] proposed an interface that displays
on a screen three crosses that have to be superimposed. The optimal trajectory is represented by a static central cross. Tool tip and axis are projected
dynamically on a view orthogonal to this trajectory, and are represented by
two different crosses.

To facilitate the orientation of the needle toward the target, we propose a
similar tool: in the virtual needle screen, we display a view that corresponds to
what a camera positioned on the needle tip and oriented along its axis would
see. A cross indicates what the needle is oriented toward. In our interface,
the 3D model of the tumor is visualized. If the practitioner defines in the
CT a precise point he wants to reach, this target is represented by a 2 mm
diameter green sphere. Radiologists told us that the 3D tumor model is an
important information since following thoroughly the guidance information is
not possible and the tumor shape visualization can influence their movement.
To keep a good visibility when the needle goes through organs, modification
of 3D model transparency can be performed.

The virtual exterior screen (right image in Fig. 4) In this screen, the
3D virtual scene, composed of the patient model and the tool representation,
is rendered from a viewpoint controlled by the user. Like in a classical viewer,
he can rotate, translate and zoom the elements and define their properties
(visibility and transparency). Moreover, it is possible to also display the CTscan from which the patient model is extracted, and navigate through its slices.
The contrast can be enhanced like in a usual radiological viewer.

If the 3D models of liver and tumor are not available, for time or technical
reasons, practitioners can visualize the 3D CT-slices instead. Then, they can
define the target position on a specific CT slice by a mouse click (cf. Fig.
5). Since it is difficult to visually assess the distance between needle tip and
target, we display the distance inside the virtual exterior view (see bottom
right of the right screen on Fig. 4).
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Fig. 5. Patient CT image displayed in the virtual exterior view. One can see a green
sphere target that has been placed by the user.

3.2 Evaluation of the system on a static abdominal phantom

The purpose of the experiment is to assess the accuracy of the needle targeting
and to show that the guiding interface is ergonomic. Four targets were modeled
with radio-opaque markers stuck on the fake liver inside the phantom. Ten
participants each performed 10 consecutive needle targetings of the model
tumors (cf. Fig. 6 a). During the positioning, the operator placed the needle
and stopped his movement when he thought that he had reached the tumor
center. After each trial, the time required to position the needle was recorded,
and a video snapshot of the needle position in the target was performed using
an endoscopic camera introduced into the phantom and focusing on targets
(cf. Fig. 6 b). Then, the accuracy of each needle targeting was assessed by
three different operators and averaged. A quantitative measure was possible
since the marker size is perfectly known in mm and can be converted into
pixel. To assess the guidance interface, we asked practitioners to fill out a
questionaire on how they used the three screens and their usefulness during
needle insertion. Accuracy and time results are shown in Table 1.
One can see that the worst average accuracy is below 3 mm, which clearly
meets our accuracy constraint (5 mm). A previous experiment (described in
[19]) in which the user was guided by an augmented reality screen only provided less accurate results, and more importantly longer manipulation times
(59 sec. against 30 sec.). It confirms the fact that the complementarity of the
three different screens is a powerful aspect of our interface. Unfortunately, our
phantom does not allow to perform needle insertion experiments with the conventional CT scan procedure. Therefore we could not compare the insertion
duration using our system and using the standard protocol.
The questionaire raised the following points. Almost all radiologists used the
augmented reality view at the beginning of the needle insertion to check the
automatic skin fiducials detection, the visual quality of the skin registration,
13

Fig. 6. a) Setup of the experiment: the user is positioning the needle, tracked by
a stereoscopic system, thanks to the guidance interface. b) An endoscopic view is
displayed behind the user. It allowed to visually measure the accuracy of each needle
targeting.

and the tool superimposition. The ten radiologists used the virtual needle view
to orientate correctly the needle before puncturing the phantom skin. During
insertion, seven radiologists used the virtual needle view only. The three others
preferred to use the virtual exterior view with a specific point of view they
asked to the interface manipulator. When the radiologists were close to the
target (typically below 5 mm), they all used the virtual exterior view with the
help of another operator who zoomed on the interest zone and adapted the
point of view to the requests of radiologists.
The distance in mm was almost never used nor considered as useful. This
means that providing the distance information in such a way is not appropriate. A discussion with practitioners highlighted that a color coding of the
tumor or a shrinking circle (like in [18]) may be a better solution to provide
distance clues.
Practitioners also asked us whether it was possible to automatize the point
14

Average distance

Minimum

Maximum

Average time

(mm) ± std.

distance

distance

(sec.) ± std.

Practitioner 1

1.5 ± 0.45

1

3

24 ± 10.2

Practitioner 2

2.6 ± 1.10

0

5

36 ± 5.0

Practitioner 3

2.3 ± 1.23

0

3

25 ± 4.1

Practitioner 4

2.5 ± 0.77

0

3

35 ± 5.6

Practitioner 5

1.9 ± 0.95

0

4

39 ± 4.0

Practitioner 6

2.2 ± 0.84

0

3

18 ± 5.5

Practitioner 7

1.4 ± 1.10

0

3

25 ± 5.9

Practitioner 8

1.7 ± 0.81

0

2

19 ± 2.7

Practitioner 9

1.7 ± 0.92

0

3

32 ± 6.5

Practitioner 10

2.0 ± 1.03

1

4

26 ± 4.5

All

1.98 ± 0.5

-

-

28 ±7.0

Table 1
Accuracy and time results obtained by each user. The average distance, which is
always below 3 mm, meets our accuracy constraints (5 mm). Moreover, the time
needed is, by far, under 1 minute. However, this should not be compared to the 10
minutes needed for a standard intervention since the in-vitro conditions are quite
different from the in-vivo ones.

of view selection in the virtual exterior view. Since there is an infinity of
possibilities, they agreed that a fully automatic parameterization of the point
of view will never satisfy them completely. However, they suggested that an
automatic recentering with a remote interface (vocal or foot based) may be
sufficient, so as to change the zoom and the point of view around the needle
axis. This point is currently under study.
Finally, we propose an alternative interpretation of the accuracy results. The
accuracy evaluated during this experiment corresponds to the cumulated er2
ror of needle tracking (of variance σneedle
), registration of the patient model
2
(σreg ) and practitioner skill to follow accurately the guiding information dis2
played by our system (σguidance
). We showed in previous papers [32,34] that
σneedle is within 0.9 mm and that σreg is within 1.5 mm in these conditions.
Consequently, we can estimate the order of magnitude of σguidance ≃
q
2
2
1.982 − σneedle
− σreg
≃ 0.95mm. Although this result is probably underestimated since σreg and σneedle may be correlated, it gives a qualitative idea of
the guidance accuracy of the system.
15

4

Clinical experiments on patients

In the previous section we have showed that the system allows an accurate in
vitro needle positioning and that the guidance interface was easy to use by
practitioners. For the system to be used on patients, we still have to adapt it
to the clinical environment and to evaluate its accuracy on patients. Since we
kept in mind the clinical constraints when the system was developed for the
in vitro evaluation, its adaptation was done easily and quickly. The evaluation
step is obviously the most difficult and important one (cf. [39]).
In this section, we firstly enumerate the slight adjustments that were needed
for our system to be introduced in the operating room. Secondly, we explain
how the choice of specific patients allows us to develop a safe protocol to
evaluate system robustness and accuracy. Finally, we present the experimental
results obtained on 8 patients and demonstrate that the system error fits
the clinical requirements when the guidance information is provided during
expiratory phases.

4.1 A system adapted to the operating room constraints

4.1.1 A small and light pattern for needle tracking
The pattern attached to the needle has to be realized in sterilizable plastic. Its
size has to be less than 6 × 6 × 3 cm3 , and its weight less than 50 grammes.
Indeed, if the pattern is too large, it may touch the CT-ring when the needle
is not deeply inserted (at the beginning of its positioning in the patient). If
the pattern is too heavy, the needle may be bent after insertion and disturb
the needle tracking that assumes the needle remains straight. Finally, we investigated different methods for attaching the sterile pattern to the needle.
The first one required to thread the needle through a hole in the plastic. Although the plastic is sterilized, the radiologist considered that the needle tip
must not touch anything before being inserted. In that case, a small particle
could be scratched when the radiologist threads the needle without noticing
it. The second method was accepted by the radiologist since it allows to attach
directly the pattern on the plastic end part of the needle.

4.1.2 Visible and sterile markers during intervention
We stick plastic rings on the patient skin before the preoperative CT acquisition (these rings contain aluminium that generates no artefact). Then, we
print a dot inside each ring marker with a black pen. After the CT acquisition,
we remove the rings and use the black dots as markers. Since the patient ab16

domen is then sterilized with alcohol and betadine, the pen has to be indelible.
To increase its indelibility, a nurse cleans up the patient skin with alcohol (it
removes fat cells) before the pen marking.
We would have preferred using autostickable sterile markers. Unfortunately,
such a product does not exist, and for our markers to be sterilized, we would
have needed to use gas or ionization sterilization processes which are not used
in our hospital (autoclava is the standard sterilization process).
4.2 A safe evaluation protocol with specific patients
Hepatic tumors sometimes need contrast agent to be injected in the patient
to be visible in the CT modality. For these patients, the clinical protocol
to target tumors in interventional CT is slightly different from the standard
one. A preoperative CT acquisition of the abdomen is realized with contrast
agent. To guide the needle, the practitioner performs a mental registration
of interventional CT slices with the preoperative CT image (in which tumors
are visible). When he thinks the needle is correctly positioned, a second CT
acquisition with contrast agent of the patient abdomen is performed. This
second CT acquisition allows the practitioner to check the needle position
with respect to the tumor he targeted.
The additional images available for these patients allow us to perform a passive evaluation of our system using the following data acquisition protocol.
Experimental protocol:
• We stick radio-opaque markers on the patient skin and a black dot is printed
inside them (cf. Fig. 2).
• A preoperative CT acquisition CT1 is realized in full expiration (it includes
all the markers and the liver).
• Markers are removed from the skin.
• The practitioner attaches the sterile pattern to the needle.
• The practitioner inserts the needle without any advice or instruction from
our system until he thinks he has correctly targeted the tumor.
• A stereoscopic video of the patient abdomen and needle is taken during
several breathing cycles.
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• A second CT acquisition CT2 is acquired in full expiration, the needle remaining in the patient (CT2 also includes the whole liver).
We highlight that this protocol does not change the information used by the
practitioner to guide the needle: he realizes the intervention with his usual
means (CT-slices) without any advice nor instruction from our system. In
order to take our measures, we had to ask practitioners to attach a square
marker on the needle, to stick radio-opaque markers on the patient, to set up
our cameras in the operating room and to realize two apneas in expiratory
phase. The potential impact on the intervention of these unusual conditions
were considered negligible by the practitioner and the anesthetist.
From the acquired experimental data, we can not only evaluate the system accuracy but also check that the needle remains straight during the insertion and
that the repositioning error of the abdominal structures at expiratory phases
is negligible. To perform these three studies, we realize the three following
evaluation processes:
Evaluation of the liver repositioning error:
• Extraction of spine, liver and skin in both CT1 and CT2.
• Registration of the spine from CT2 on the spine in CT1.
• Application of this registration to liver and skin from CT2. This registration
allows to compare the relative movement of liver and skin with respect to
a common rigid structure.
• Computation of the distance between the liver (resp. skin) surface in CT1
with the liver (resp. skin) surface extracted from CT2 and registered in CT1.

Fig. 7 summarizes this evaluation protocol.
Evaluation of the needle bending:
• Extraction of the needle in CT2
• Estimation of the needle direction for the first half and the second half of
its length (see Fig.8)
• Comparison of both directions using the angular deviation α and the needle
deflection.
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Evaluation of the system accuracy:
• Extraction of liver and needle surfaces from CT2.
• Registration using ICP of the liver surface in CT2 on the liver surface in
CT1.
• Application of the computed transformation to the needle surface extracted
from CT2. This registration provides the final needle position in the CT1
image.
• Registration of the patient model from CT1 (with the needle) in the camera
reference frame using the video image of the patient at full expiration.
• Discrepancy evaluation between the needle tracked by the camera (at expi-

Spine CT1

Spine CT2

Registered spines
Application of the registration
to the skin and liver

Liver from CT1 and CT2
are registered

Skin from CT1 and CT2
are registered

Fig. 7. To evaluate the repositioning error of liver and skin we firstly register the
spines from CT1 and CT2. Then we apply the found rigid transformation to liver
and skin surfaces and measure the distance between both surfaces.
First half

Second half

alpha

Needle
deflection

Fig. 8. To estimate the needle bending, we split its CT segmentation in two halves.
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ration phase) and the needle registered in CT1.
Liver CT2 + needle

Liver CT1

Registered livers with ICP

The needle position is
known in CT1 frame

3D/2D Registration of CT1+needle in the camera frame
using the radio−opaque markers

The discrepancy between the needle tracked in the
camera and the needle registered in CT1 is an
evaluation of the system accuracy

Fig. 9. Illustration of the passive protocol to evaluate the system accuracy.

Fig. 9 summarizes this evaluation protocol. We emphasize that this discrep2
2
ancy is an evaluation of the cumulated error of σneedle
, σreg
, and the reposi2
2
tioning error σrep . It does not include the error σguidance that corresponds to
the ability of practitioners to follow the guiding information provided by the
system. Consequently, our experimental protocol allows to evaluate all error
sources that only depend on the system and not on practitioner ability 2 . Al2

In fact, we measure a slight over-estimation of σsystem since the needle registration
from CT2 to CT1 is not perfect although of high quality (we will check it in the
next section).
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ternatively, the measured error corresponds to the final system error if the
2
needle insertion is robotized (in that case σguidance
is negligible).
4.3 Evaluation of the system on eight clinical cases
Eight patients (6 males and 2 females, aged between 50 and 60) have participated in our experiments after signing an informed consent. They all had
tumors, the diagnosis of which led to a thermal ablation. Resolution of CT
images was 1 × 1 × 2mm3 . Below are presented the results obtained for the
three experimental evaluations described in the previous subsection.
4.3.1 Verification of the needle rigidity assumption
The needle is firstly segmented in the CT2 acquisition using an interactive
localization followed by an intensity threshold. Then, we evaluate the orientation of its first half and its second half (cf. Fig. 8) and compute the angular
difference α between both orientations and the needle deflection. The practitioner sometimes bends the needle on purpose to avoid a critical structure.
For all the reported cases, the practitioner estimated that this was not the
case. Consequently, we are measuring here the uncontrollable bending of the
needle.
One can see in Tab. 2 that the needle deflection is not negligible in 25% of
cases as it can reach 2.5 mm. Since the system assumes that the needle remains
straight, the needle tip position provided by the system is systematically biased
when there is an important deflection. Visual illustrations of needle deflections
are provided on Fig. 10.
Patient Nb

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Angular deviation alpha (o )

1.0

2.8

0.5

0.6

1.1

1.8

0.9

1.0

Needle deflection (mm)
0.85 2.5 0.4 0.5 1.0 1.82 0.6
Table 2
Evaluation of the needle bending after its positioning in the patient.

0.7

4.3.2 Evaluation of the organ repositioning error σrep
To quantify the distance between two registered surfaces S1 and S2 , we compute the RMS of the distance between each point on Si to the surface Sj :

d(S1 , S2 ) =

v
uP
u M ∈S d(Mi , S2 )2
1
i
t

+ Pi ∈S2 d(Pi , S1 )2
2 · (card(S1 ) + card(S2 ))
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P

Patient 2

Patient 6

Fig. 10. Illustration of the needle bending for patients 2 and 6. Left: lateral view of
the needle. Right: axial view of the same needle to highlight its important bending.

where the distance d(Mi , S) between a point Mi and a surface S is interpolated
from the 3 closest points of Mi belonging to S. Tab. 3 provides the distance
between the registered surface from CT2 in the frame of CT1.
Patient Nb

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Average

Spine d(S1 ,S2 ) in mm

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.9

1.1

1.2

0.7

1.1

0.94

Liver d(S1 ,S2 ) in mm

1.5

1.2

1.4

1.7

1.5

1.8

1.2

1.6

1.48

Skin d(S1 ,S2 ) in mm 1.6 1.8 2.9 1.8 3.2 1.7 1.5 1.9
Table 3
Distance between the registered surfaces of spine, liver and skin.

2.05

One can see that the distance between the liver surfaces is within 2 mm for
each patient which is of the same magnitude as the segmentation uncertainty
[40,34]. To check that the measured distances are not due to a pure translation,
we display the relative position of both surfaces. Fig. 11 shows clearly that
surfaces are closely interlaced for all patients. This suggests that the observed
distance is essentially due to the segmentation error in the CT acquisitions.
Oddly, distances between skin surfaces are not very low for each patient. A
visual check (see Fig. 12) of registered surfaces shows that for these patients
the skin of the lower part of the abdomen has moved between both CT acquisitions. An inspection of both CTs indicates that a movement of gas or/and
22

Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 4

Patient 5

Patient 6

Fig. 11. Visual check of the liver repositioning error on 6 patients. Two opposite
views of registered surfaces are provided for each patient. One can see that registered
surfaces are closely interlaced. This means that the repositioning error of the liver
is close to the segmentation error, i.e. 1 mm.

bowels was responsible for this deformation (see Fig. 13). We highlight that
this skin deformation highly disturbs the system if we take the radio-opaque
markers on the deformed zone into account to compute the patient model
registration. Indeed, the system implicitly assumes that the relative position
of the liver w.r.t. the markers remains rigid during the intervention. Consequently, the skin deformation can lead to a wrong estimation of the liver
position.
We notice that this phenomenon essentially happened when practitioners used
the US probe. In practice, if our system is used for needle positioning, a US
probe should not be necessary. However, if a US probe has to be manipulated,
the system should be carefully used. In such a case, radio-opaque markers
should be stuck on the upper part of the abdomen only, which is a zone that
is not influenced by gas movements.
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Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 4

Patient 5

Patient 6

Fig. 12. Visual check of the skin repositioning error on 6 patients. Two opposite
views of registered surfaces are provided for each patient. One can see that registered surfaces are closely interlaced on the patient back. For some patients (2,3,4
and 5), the abdominal skin surfaces are not interlaced at all. A slight translation antero-posterior within 1 mm explained this phenomenon for patients 2 and 4, whereas
for patients 3 and 5 it was due to gas and bowel movements.

4.3.3 Influence of breathing on the system accuracy
During the 8 interventions, the needle and the patient were video tracked
along several breathing cycles. Because of the gas and bowel movements that
we observed on two patients, we choose not only to report the system accuracy
using all markers but also using the subset of markers that are not on the lower
abdominal part. From the CT images we empirically observed that only the
markers below the lower part of the liver had an influence on the registration
algorithm.
Tab. 4 shows for each patient the system accuracy, the 3D/2D and 3D/3D
registration error of CT markers on the video markers averaged on expiratory
24

Fig. 13. Illustration of the skin deformation due to gas movement in the bowels.
Top left (resp. right) images: slice from CT1 in the lower (resp. upper) part of the
abdomen. Middle left (resp. right) images: slice from CT2 in the lower (resp. upper)
part of the abdomen. Bottom images: superimposition of the slices from CT1 and
CT2. One can see that the skin deformation is important in the lower part of the
abdomen (skin and bowels have moved) whereas it is very low around the upper
ribs (skin and liver edge are almost identical).

phases that were video recorded. Additionally, we report in Fig. 14 a sample
for patients 1 and 2 during 4 breathing cycles of the system accuracy, the
3D/2D and 3D/3D registration error.
Results in Tab. 4 clearly indicate that the system accuracy during expiratory
phases reaches 4.2 mm on average for patients who did not undergo gas and/or
bowel movements (patients 3 and 5). We highlight that if only the markers
above the liver are used for registration, the system accuracy remains acceptable (average of 5.1 mm). This means that if viscera movement are suspected,
removing the markers below the liver from the registration inputs will still
provide a sufficient accuracy. Note that an important shape deformation can
be detected using the 3D/3D registration RMS that increases above 2 mm
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Fig. 14. Sample of system accuracy and registration errors reported during several
breathing cycles with patients 1 and 2.

Number of

RMS 3D/2D

RMS 3D/3D

System

markers used

(pixel)

(mm)

accuracy (mm)

Patient 1

15 (8)

1.3 (1.1)

1.5 (1.3)

4.0 (4.9)

Patient 2

13 (7)

1.0 (0.9)

1.7 (1.4)

4.2 (4.8) [3.5]

Patient 3

15 (6)

2.2 (1.2)

2.5 (1.4)

14.5 (5.2)

Patient 4

12 (7)

1.5 (1.3)

1.2 (1.0)

4.1 (5.0)

Patient 5

13 (8)

2.0 (0.9)

2.4 (1.5)

12.3 (4.8)

Patient 6

14 (9)

1.2 (1.1)

1.2 (1.1)

4.3 (5.1) [3.9]

Patient 7

15 (8)

1.3 (1.1)

1.8 (1.5)

4.4 (5.1)

Patient 8

14 (9)

1.1 (1.0)

1.7 (1.4)

4.1 (5.0)

Average
13.8 (7.7)
1.45 (1.1)
1.75 (1.32)
4.2 (5.1)
Table 4
Average for each patient of the system error, 3D/2D and 3D/3D registration errors
during expiration phases. Values in brackets correspond to the results obtained
when only the markers above the liver are used for the registration. Values in square
brackets correspond to the system accuracy re-evaluated after a compensation of the
important needle bending (only for patients 2 and 6). The average system accuracy
with all markers does not include the results of patient 3 and 5.
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during the entire breathing cycle.
For patients in whom the needle was bent, we have evaluated the system
accuracy while taking the observed bending into account. Then, we observed
that if the rigidity assumption of the needle was true, the system accuracy
would be slightly better (about 0.6 mm).
One can see in Fig.14 that RMS errors evolve cyclically, as expected, and
are always minimal in expiration phases. The system accuracy also evolves
cyclically but is not always minimal in expiration phases. Indeed, since the
patient model registration is not perfect, the system can register the needle
extracted from the CT at a position that corresponds to an intermediate phase
of the breathing cycle (whereas it should be registered at expiratory position).

Fig. 15. Augmented reality view of the patient 1. The registration was done with 15
markers. Left image: skin and liver models are superimposed on the video image.
Right image: only the liver is superimposed in transparency. One can see that the
black dots are still highly visible despite the skin sterilization.

Finally, we provide in Tab. 5 the amplitude of the needle motion due to breathing after its insertion. We sample on Fig. 16 the trajectory of a needle tip (patient 1, 7 cm in depth) during several breathing cycles. The major movement
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is always along the cranio-caudal axis with a magnitude around 13 mm and a
repositioning error of 1.2 mm. These results are consistent with the existing
studies on the liver movement during shallow breathing [21–24].
Fig. 15 shows the augmented reality views obtained during the intervention
on patient 1. One can distinguish the needle position inside the liver.
anterior

lateral

posterior

cranio

total

caudal

repositioning
error

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Patient 1

2

2.2

10.5

10.9

1.2

Patient 2

1.9

2.1

13.4

13.7

1.4

Patient 3

1.2

1.9

15.2

15.3

1.0

Patient 4

1.4

2.3

9.5

9.8

1.1

Patient 5

1.8

2.1

11.9

12.2

1.7

Patient 6

2.1

2.2

12.3

12.7

1.2

Patient 7

2.3

1.9

14.3

14.6

1.5

Patient 8

2.0

2.3

16.8

17.1

1.7

Average
2.1
2.2
12.8
13.5
1.34
Table 5
Evaluation of the motion amplitude of the needle tip once inserted.

Fig. 16. Trajectory of the needle tip during 4 breathing cycles of the patient 1 as
measured by our tracking system. The needle was inserted 7 cm in depth and the
patient was under general anesthesia. The main movement is along the cranio-caudal
axis Z (1 cm).

5

Conclusion

We have developed a video based augmented reality system to guide liver percutaneous punctures in interventional radiology. This system tracks in real28

time the puncture needle and automatically registers (at a 10 Hz rate) the 3D
preoperative patient model in the camera frame using radio-opaque markers
stuck on the skin. The patient model is reconstructed from a 3D CT-scan
realized just before the intervention. To take the breathing motion issue into
account, we use a respiratory gating technique. We synchronize the preoperative CT acquisition and the guidance step with the expiratory phases of
the patient. Then, we assume pseudo static conditions and rigidly register the
patient model.
A preliminary experiment realized on an abdominal phantom showed that a 2
mm targeting accuracy could be achieved within 30 seconds in vitro, showing
that the interface design (realized with practitioners) allows a quick needle
positioning and that the registration process is accurate enough under the
rigidity assumption.
It is crucial for practitioners to know the system accuracy on patients in clinical conditions since it modifies their state of mind during an intervention.
Indeed, if the system error is below 2 mm, practitioners can totally rely on
the information provided, whereas if it is beyond 10 mm, they may use the
system only to reinforce their initial opinion. However, an accuracy evaluation
is difficult to perform in the absence of ground truth data. In the last part we
propose a passive protocol on carefully chosen patients that allows to obtain a
ground truth CT at the end of the needle insertion. It allows us to rigorously
assess the system accuracy on real patients and the pseudo static assumption
along the intervention. Experimental results firstly show that the liver repositioning error is about 1 mm although it is sometimes much more important
for the skin because of gas and/or bowel movements. This phenomenon can
dramatically decrease the system accuracy if markers on the deformed zone
are used to compute the patient model registration. This phenomeon can be
detected by monitoring the 3D/3D registration RMS that increases in case
of skin deformation. In that case, we show that removing the markers below
the liver from the registration allows to maintain sufficient accuracy. Secondly,
we have evaluated that the needle bending can cause a needle tracking error
above 2 mm (although the practitioner thought it was not bent). Despite these
uncertainties, we have finally evaluated our system accuracy during the patient expiratory phases at about 4.5 mm, what fits medical requirements. To
our knowledge, it is the first time that a guiding system in interventional radiology for liver puncture is evaluated on real patients under clinical conditions
corresponding to the focused application.
To avoid sticking radio-opaque markers, we are now investigating a structured
light approach to recover in real-time the surface of the patient skin during the
intervention. To reduce the inaccuracies due to the needle bending, we would
like to add a fast segmentation tool that would allow to measure the needle
bending from several peroperative CT slices and to compensate for it when
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using the system. Secondly, we plan to investigate the integration of an electromagnetic tracker in the current system and to evaluate its accuracy when
ferromagnetic distortions are compensated (using for example the method in
[41]). However, in order to be useful in our system, such an EM tracker should
have an accuracy better than 2 mm. Finally, we are confident that this system associated with a breathing motion simulator such as the one recently
described in [42] could provide an accurate guidance information during the
entire breathing cycle of the patient.
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